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ABSTRACT

Technology advances in the areas of Image processing
�IP� and Information Retrieval �IR� have evolved separately
for a long time� However� successful content�based image
retrieval systems require the integration of the two� There
is an urgent need to develop integration mechanisms to link
the image retrieval model to text retrieval model� such that
the well established text retrieval techniques can be utilized�

Approaches of converting image feature vectors �IP do�
main� to weighted�term vectors �IR domain� are proposed
in this paper� Furthermore� the relevance feedback technique
from the IR domain is used in content�based image retrieval
to demonstrate the e�ectiveness of this conversion� Exper�
imental results show that the image retrieval precision in�
creases considerably by using the proposed integration ap�
proach�

�� INTRODUCTION

Technology advances as well as the emergence of large scale
multimedia applications have made development of e�ec�
tive techniques for visual and multimedia retrieval system
one of the most challenging and important directions of the
future research� Such systems will support visual data re�
trieval based on their rich internal contents� Development
of such retrieval systems requires the integration of vari�
ous techniques in the �elds of Image Processing �IP� and
Information Retrieval �IR��

Traditionally� the above two research areas have been
studied in isolation with little or no interaction� Although
e�ective algorithms for image feature extraction and repre�
sentation have been developed in IP� how these algorithms
can be incorporated in the visual data management system
to support e�ective retrieval has not been fully explored�
On the other hand� although the retrieval system frame�
work and various retrieval techniques have been established
in IR� research has primarily focussed on textual data and
has not considered image or other visual media�

The isolation of these two research areas is further ev�
idenced by each area�s research literature� Most of the ex�
isting image retrieval systems �	� 
� have not made use of
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the retrieval techniques developed in IR� On the other hand�
most existing IR systems ��� � focus solely on the text�based
information�

We believe that e�ective content�based retrieval of im�
age and multimedia data requires an integration of the re�
trieval models developed in the IR literature and the fea�
ture extraction and representation methods developed in
IP area� To illustrate the usefulness of such an integration�
in this paper we adopt the term weighting and relevance
feedback techniques to content�based image retrieval� This
integration approach has been implemented in MARS �� In
section 
� term weighting and relevance feedback techniques
will be brie�y reviewed� Image texture feature representa�
tions are brie�y described in section �� In section � how
to convert the image feature vectors to IR weight vectors is
addressed in detail� Experimental results and conclusions
will be given in sections  and � respectively�

�� TERM WEIGHTING AND RELEVANCE

FEEDBACK

An IR model consists of a document model� a query model�
and a model for computing similarity between the docu�
ments and the queries� One of the most popular IR models
is the vector model�	� �� 	��� Various e�ective retrieval
techniques have been developed for this model� Among
them� term weighting and relevance feedback are of funda�
mental importance�

���� Term Weighting

Term weighting is a technique of assigning di�erent weights
for di�erent keywords �terms� according to their relative
importance to the document �	�� ���

If we de�newik to be the weight for term tk� k � 	� ���� N �
in document i� where N is the number of terms� document
i can be represented as a weight vector in the term space�

Di � �wi�� ����wik� ����wiN � �	�

To correctly estimate the weights� we need to consider
two aspects� First� if term k is frequently occurred in the

�Multimedia Analysis and Retrieval System �MARS ��� 
�
�� �� �� �	� ��� ��� ��� is the content�based multimedia re�
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document i� then wik should be assigned high value� This
intuition suggests that a term frequency �tf� factor should
be included in the estimation of wik� Second� tf alone can�
not ensure an acceptable estimation� When the high fre�
quency term is not concentrated in a few documents� but
instead spreading over all documents� we should give this
term low weight� This introduces the well�known inverse
document frequency �idf�� which varies inversely with the
number of documents in which a term appears�

idfk � log�
M

dfk
� 	 �
�

where dfk is the document frequency for term k and M is
the total number of documents in the collection� Experi�
ments have shown that the product of tf and idf is a good
estimation of the weights�	� �� 	���

The query Q has the same model as that of document
D� i�e� it is a weight vector in the term space�

Q � �wq�� ����wqk� ����wqN � ���

The similarity between D and Q is de�ned as the Cosine
distance�

Sim�D�Q� �
D Q

jjDjj jjQjj
��

where jj jj denotes norm�
�

���� Relevance Feedback

As we can see from the previous subsection� in the vector
model� the speci�cation of wqk�s in Q is very critical� since
the similarity values �Sim�D�Q��s� are computed based on
them� However� it is usually di�cult for a user to map his
information need into a set of terms precisely� To overcome
this di�culty� the technique of relevance feedback has been
proposed ��� 	�� 	�� Relevance feedback is the process of
automatically adjusting an existing query using informa�
tion fed�back by the user about the relevance of previously
retrieved documents�

The mechanism of this method can be described ele�
gantly in the vector space� If the sets of relevant docu�
ments �DR� and non�relevant documents �DN � are known�
the optimal query can be proven to be�	� �� 	��

Qopt �
	

NR

X

i�DR

Di �
	

NT �NR

X

i�DN

Di ���

where NR is the number of documents in DR and NT the
number of the total documents�

In practice� DR and DN are not known in advance�
However� the relevance feedback obtained from the user fur�
nishes approximations to DR and DN � which are referred
as� D�

R and D�

N �
The original query Q can be modi�ed by putting more

weights on the relevant terms and less weights on the non�
relevant terms�

Q
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where �� � and � are suitable constants��� 	��� NR� and
NN� are the numbers of documents in D�

R and D�

N � Q�

approaches Qopt� as the relevance feedback iteration moves
on� Experiments show that the retrieval performance can
be improved considerably by using relevance feedback �	�
�� 	���

�� IMAGE TEXTURE FEATURE

REPRESENTATIONS

We will use texture feature based image retrieval in this
paper to show how to integrate the techniques in IP and
IR� To demonstrate the validity of the proposed approach�
we will convert two well known texture representations to
the weighted�term vector model� We brie�y describe the
two representations in this section�

���� Wavelet representation

An input image is fed into a wavelet �lter bank and is
decomposed into de�correlated sub�bands� Each sub�band
captures the feature of some scale and orientation of the
original image�

Speci�cally� we decompose an image into three wavelet
levels� thus having 	� sub�bands� For each sub�band� the
standard deviation of the wavelet coe�cients is extracted�
The 	� standard deviations are used as the texture repre�
sentation for the image�

���� Co�occurrence matrix representation

This approach explores the texture features by analyzing
the gray�tone spatial dependencies �	��� We �rst de�ne a
matrix of relative frequencies with which two pixels sepa�
rated by distance d at a speci�ed angle occur on the image�
one with gray�tone i and the other with gray�tone j� Such
a matrix depends on the angle selected� We construct four
such matrices� corresponding to �o� �o� ��o and 	��o�

After we construct the co�occurrence matrices� various
statistical properties can be extracted as the texture fea�
ture� In this paper� we use the most e�ective two features�
i�e� contrast �CTR�� and inverse di�erence moment�IDM��

Since we have 
 features for each orientation� a length��
vector is used as the texture representation�

���� Feature vector

Both the wavelet texture representation and the co�occurrence
matrix texture representation consist of multiple compo�
nents and can be represented as a feature vector�

Fi � �fi�� ���� fik� ���� fiN � ���

N equals 	� in the wavelet case and equals � in the co�
occurrence matrix case� Note that within the same feature
vector� the components fik�s may be de�ned over di�er�
ent physical domains� For example� one may be CTR while
another may be IDM� Their dynamic ranges may vary dras�
tically�

�� THE INTEGRATED MODEL

The relevance feedback technique described in Section 
 is
a powerful technique but it is only applicable in the vector
IR model� In order to make use of it� we need to develop
techniques which can convert the image feature vectors into
weight vectors in vector model� In the remaining of the
section� we will describe two approaches� One is base on
tf � idf and the other is based on Gaussian Normalization�



���� tf � idf

In text retrieval� the product of tf and idf provides a good
estimation of the weights of the terms to a document� Mo�
tivated by tf and idf � we propose the factors of component
importance �ci� and inverse collection importance �ici� in
image retrieval� The factor of ci captures the relative im�
portance of components within a feature vector while the
factor of ici captures the importance of components across
di�erent feature vectors over the whole collection�

To estimate ci� note that ci and fik have quite similar
meanings� The former represents the relative important of
a component� and the latter represents the magnitude of to
what extent a property appears in an image� But to have an
accurate estimation� we need to take into account the fact
that fik�s may be de�ned over di�erent physical domains�
To normalize their dynamic ranges to comparable scale� we
propose the following to estimate ci�

cii � �
fi�

mean�
� ����

fik

meank
� ����

fiN

meanN
�

where meank is the mean of fik over all the images�
Just like in the text retrieval� using tf alone may not

be a good estimation of the term weights� we also need to
estimate the ici factor� which captures the importance of a
component across the whole image collection�

icii � �log���i� � 
�� ���� log���ik � 
�� ���� log���iN � 
��

where �ik is the standard deviation of the kth component
in cii over all the images in the collection� Note that� ici
penalizes those components who have small discriminating
power but favors those having large discriminating power�
This intuition justi�es the standard deviation � being a
good measure of ici�

The �nal weight vector Wi is the product of ci and ici�

Wi � cii � icii ���

After the conversion from Fi to Wi� the relevance feed�
back technique described in section 
 can be applied�

���� Gaussian Normalization

There are di�erent ways of converting a feature vector to
a weight vector� In the previous subsection we described
a tf � idf base approach� in which the weights are incor�
porated inside the vector itself� The weights can also be
outside the vector� In this subsection we will describe an ap�
proach which �rst normalizes each component to the same
importance and then dynamically adjusts the weights dur�
ing the relevance feedback process�

Suppose there are M images in the database� Then
we can form an M � N feature matrix F � fij � where fij
is the jth feature component in feature vector Fi� Now�
each column of F is a length�M sequence of the jth feature
component� represented as Fj � Our goal is to normalize
the entries in each column to the same range so as to en�
sure that each individual feature component receives equal
weight in determining the similarity between two vectors�
An e�ective way of doing this is to use Gaussian Normal�
ization� Assuming the feature sequence Fj to be a Gaussian
sequence� we compute the meanmj and standard deviation
�j of the sequence� We then normalize the original sequence
to a N���	� sequence as follows�

Table �� Retrieval precision

wv� wavelet based� co� co�occurrence matrix based�
	 rf � rf � rf � rf

wv�tf �
��� ����� ����� ����	
wv�tf � idf ����� ����� ����� �����
wv�Gaussian ���
� �	��� �	��� �	���

co�tf ����� 
���	 
���� 

�	�
co�tf � idf ����	 
���� 
���� 

��	
co�Gaussian ����� ����� ����	 ����	

fij �
fij �mj

�j
���

It is easy to prove that after the normalization according
to ���� the probability of a feature component value being
in the range of ��	� 	� is ���� If we use ��j in the denomina�
tor� according to the ��� rule� the probability of a feature
component value being in the range of ��	� 	� is approxi�
mately ���� In practice� we can consider all of the feature
component values are within the range of ��	�	�� Therefore�
this normalization process ensures the equal emphasis of
the feature components within a feature vector�

Our �nal goal is put more emphasis on relevant compo�
nents and less emphasis on non�relevant components� This
can be achieved by using relevance feedback� For all the im�
ages that are marked with relevant by the user� stack their
Fi�s to form a M � � N matrix� where M � is the number
of relevant images� In this way� each column of the matrix
is a length�M � sequence of Fj � If all the relevant images
have similar values for the component j� it means that the
component j is relevant to the query� On the other hand�
if the values for the component j are very di�erent among
the relevant images� then the component j is not relevant
to the query� Therefore� the inverse of the standard devia�
tion of the Fj sequence is a good measure of the weight for
component j� That is� the smaller the variance� the larger
the weight and vice versa�

�� EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our testing image set consists of �� texture images� The
original 
 �	
��	
 texture images are obtained from MIT
Media Lab at ftp���whitechapel�media�mit�edu�pub�VisTex��
Each image is then cut into 	� 	
�� 	
� non�overlap small
images� The 	� images from the same big image are con�
sidered to be relevant images� Each of the �� images is
selected as the query image and top 	� best matches are re�
turned� The average retrieval precision of �� query images
is summarized in Table 	� where the precision is de�ned as

precision �
relevant images

returned images
� 	��� �	��

There are four columns in the table� � rf stands for
no relevance feedback� 	 rf corresponds to 	 iteration of
relevance feedback� and so forth�

The purpose of the experiments is not to compare one
texture representation vs another� but rather to compare
the retrieval performance with relevance feedback vs the
performance without relevance feedback� Some observa�
tions can be made�



	� The retrieval precision is improved considerably in
the feedback case than that in the non�feedback case�


� The precision increase in the �rst iteration of feed�
back is the largest� Subsequent feedbacks will only
achieve minor improvement in precision� This is a
very desirable property� since this will guarantee that
an acceptable retrieval result is achieved within a lim�
ited amount of feedback cycles�

�� Using �tf � idf� to estimate the weights results in a
better retrieval performance than using tf alone�

� Although in the results reported here the tf� idf ap�
proach is always better than the Gaussian Normal�
ization approach� there do exist cases that the latter
is better than the former� Furthermore� one major
advantage of using the latter is that it is more robust
to unknown feature components� That is� if we care�
fully select the feature components� tf � idf might
do a better job than Gaussian Normalization� But if
we do not �ne tune the feature components� in most
cases� Gaussian Normalization will do a better job�

An example retrieval result for � rf and 	 rf is given
in Figure 	� A web�based on�line demo of the system is
accessible at http���quark�ifp�uiuc�edu������

�a� �b�

Figure 	� �a�Before relevance feedback� �b�After relevance
feedback�

�� CONCLUSIONS

Unlike other existing image retrieval systems� where only
the IP techniques are explored� the proposal integration
approach in this paper explores the techniques in both IP
and IR� Speci�cally� approaches of converting image feature
vectors �IP domain� to weighted�term vectors �IR domain�
are proposed in this paper� Furthermore� the relevance feed�
back technique from the IR domain is used in content�based
image retrieval to demonstrate the e�ectiveness of this con�
version� Experimental results show that the image retrieval

precision increases considerably by using the proposed in�
tegration approach�
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